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the nation. There ought to be no place for such sad affairs as that
ofKielce."
A standing Polish Delegation in Petrograd, the business of
which was to watch all developments in Russia connected with
the Polish Question, was formed to tell the Russians everything
about Poland and the Poles, and above all to mate it clear that the
Grand Duke's proclamation opened the problem of Poland to the
fullest extent. The delegation had six members, three from the
Duma and three from the Council of the Empire. On September
17, 1914, Balicki and Jaronski, both National Democrats, sub-
mitted to the Russian Staff a proposal for the organization of a
Polish Legion, but it was not well received at first. A month later,
however, permission was given for the formation of a company of
Polish "partisans."
The fortune of war was favouring the Russians; though they
lost heavily in their campaign in East Prussia, they achieved a
series of remarkable successes in Galicia, Lwow being occupied
on September 4,1914; three months later their advance threatened
Cracow and most of Galicia was overrun. During the fighting the
First Brigade of Pilsudski's Legions played a distinguished part,
notably at Krzywoploty in November and at Lowczowek in the
following month, but it had to share the Austrian withdrawal. In
October the Russians threw back the Germans from before War-
saw, and forced them to retire towards the frontiers of Silesia;
Russian cavalry entered Silesia and cut the Posen-Cracow railway.
There seemed to be ample confirmation of the soundness of the
policy of the Russophils; the weakness of Austria appeared con-
vincingly demonstrated and the prospects of the Austrophils
correspondingly poor.
POLISH NATIONAL COMMITTEE
On November 25, 1914, the Komitet Narodowy Polski (Polish
National Committee) was founded in Warsaw by the Russophils,
its aim being the "political organization of the Nation"; its most
prominent member was Dmowski. Among other things, it took up
the question of a Polish Legion with the Russian Army, induced
the Command of the South-West Front to transform the partisans

